
 

 

Pema Chodron’s Becoming Bodhisattvas: 

Chapter 4, Using Our Intelligence - Awareness/ Attentiveness 

 

As long as space remains,                            

As long as sentient beings remain,                 

May I. too, remain, 

Forsaking Enlightenment, 

Until all beings are liberated.    –Bodhisattva Vow, Tibetan Nyingma tradition 

 

Shantideva addresses two topics essential to keeping passion for bodhichitta robust, 

attentiveness and working skillfully with the emotions. 

Five examples of when to apply attentiveness: when bodhichitta arises, before we make a 

commitment, after we’ve made the commitment, when we deal with consequences of our 

actions(karma), and when dealing with the emotions (kleshas). 

Section 1 

4.1  The children of the Conqueror who thus 

        Have firmly grasped this bodhichitta 

        Should never turn aside from it 

        But always strive to keep its disciplines. 

 

The practitioner employs the Six Paramitas (Generosity, Ethical Discipline, Patience, Joyful 

Effort, Concentration, and Wisdom). 

4.4  For if I bind myself with promises, 

        But fail to carry out my words in deed, 

        Then every being will have been betrayed. 

        What destiny must lie in story for me? 

 

The aspiring bodhisattva, immersed in non-duality and inter-being, has a responsibility to all the 

sentient beings they have vowed to liberate.  Failure could result in experiencing the hungry 

ghost realm.  Note that this Sacred Vow , when broken, might easily be mended. 

 

 

 



 

 

4.11  And one who wanders in samsara, 

          Who time and time embraces bodhichitta, 

          Only to destroy it through their faults, 

          Will long be barred from bodhisattva grounds. 

 

This exile is transient.  Impermanence mandates that becoming a bodhisattva may yet be 

achieved. 

Dangers: a mind that has preconceived notions, is cynical ad judgmental, and a mind that is 

habitually distracted. 

Section 2 

4.15  The appearance of the buddhas in the world, 

           True faith and the attainment of the human form, 

           An aptitude for good: all these are rare. 

           And when will all this come to me again? 

 

This is an essential recurring theme in all Buddhist traditions, the rarity and the precious value of 

a human birth/rebirth. 

4.22  And mere experience of such pain 

          Does not result in being freed from it. 

          For in the very suffering of such states, 

          More evil will occur, and then in great abundance. 

 

Great pain can awaken great compassion.  Yet, it can be very difficult to practice, to meditate 

when suffering physical pain or great mental anguish. 

Section 3 

4.25  And when my body burns so long 

          In fires of hell so unendurable, 

          My mind likewise will also be tormented- 

          Burned in flames of infinite regret. 

 

Pema Chodron indicates Shantideva is referring to the kleshas, the negative emotions: 

aggression, craving, ignorance, jealousy, arrogance, and pride. 

 

 

 



 

 

4.28  Anger, lust—these enemies of mine— 

          Are limbless and devoid of faculties. 

          They have no bravery, no cleverness; 

          How can they have reduced me to such slavery? 

 

How can insubstantial, ungraspable energy work such harm and mischief?  Mara doesn’t exist, 

never has existed.  How to defeat the powerful, non-existent Mara?  Attentiveness! 

 

Section 4 

4.38  No need to say I will not lose heart, 

          Regardless of the hardships of the fray, 

          These natural foes today I’ll strive to crush— 

          These enemies, the source of all my pain. 

 

Difficult initially, destroying the kleshas becomes easier as we reinforce our new neural 

pathways. 

Train to interrupt internal story lines and habit behavior. 

4.48  This is how I should reflect and labor, 

          Taking up the precepts just set forth. 

          What invalid in need of medicine 

          Ignored his doctor’s words and was able to regain health? 

 

Use our cognitive faculties to battle the illness. 

We have the precepts to bring us back to health . . . no killing, no stealing, no lying, no sexual 

misconduct, and no recreational intoxication. 

 

        

 

 

    

 


